Updates from the last meeting

• draft-ietf-netconf-privcand-02 released

• Two significant changes
  • Rebase modes
    • Updated the draft to streamline the text around the manual-rebase and continuous rebase modes.
    • Removes both modes and the need to advertise any of them.
    • Reworks the text to operate as manual rebase mode.
  • RESTCONF
    • Significant update to the RESTCONF section following the support/advice of the WG
    • Ties RESTCONF to the NMDA approach where the client targets the specific private-candidate datastore
Outstanding (for -03)

• Removal of the text that deals with how a client should react when it doesn’t support private-candidates
• Inclusion of YANG models
• Reworking of some text to consider a situation when a system may choose to run an update itself and encounters a conflict and can mark a change as unresolved
• Reworking text to make it clearer that the result of a resolution is to mark a specific change as resolved or unresolved